
EQUALITY AND PLANETARY JUSTICE
IN ADULT, VOCATIONAL AND HIGHER

EDUCATION (EQUJUST)

Rethinking of equality and justice is critical in these times, when humankind is
fundamentally interfering into evolution on earth, in biosphere and atmosphere.
While adult, vocational and higher education have become key factors in
contemporary evolution, EquJust group considers that a special effort is
needed to critically discuss the aims and theories of education from the
perspectives of adult, vocational and higher education, by integrating empirical,
philosophical and historical approaches.

Societal impact and
communication

EquJust group aims at gathering researchers, educators and
policymakers together to

• discuss research needs experienced among education staff
and policymakers

• draw conclusions for improving practices and policies
• publish synthesis reports based on analyses, discussions and

conclusions
• enhance promotion of adult, vocational and higher

education for sustainable planetary equality and justice.

Research themes
EquJust group analyses the objectives and definitions of education in relation to
equality and justice, in the era of transnationalised politics and globalised markets.
The members assume that this requires also new spaces and methods in empirical,
theoretical and conceptual research collaboration. The group focuses on following
research themes:

• Transforming relations between research, practice and politics of
education

• Transnationalisation of educational policies and practices
• Transforming equality politics in education
• Evolution of conceptions of humans and nonhumans in education
• Freedom and responsibility of liberal adult education

National and international collaboration
The national and international collaboration of EquJust group builds of long-term relations and current activities with colleagues and partners in different
parts of the world. The collaboration focuses mainly on research seminars, supervision, joint teaching, study circles and publications.

Main national affiliate organisations and networks include

• University of Eastern Finland and Åbo Akademi University, Finnish Association for Education of Adults
• Freedom and Responsibility of Liberal Adult Education programme and History and Philosophy of Education network
• University of Zurich, University of Mzumbe, University of Thessaloniki, University of Aalborg, University of Duisburg-Essen, Seoul National

University, Institute of Advanced Studies Vienna and Tallinn University
• VETCulture (Vocational Education & Training and Culture research network), ReWell (Promoting regional wellbeing through adult and vocational

education) collaboration; EERA Policy Studies and Politics of Education network and ESREA networks: Policy Studies in Adult Education, History
of Adult Education and Training in Europe, Adult Educators, Trainers and their Professional Development and Active Democratic Citizenship.

Person in charge: Professor Anja Heikkinen

equjust.wordpress.com


